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This year a group of colleagues from
the Technische Universität in Berlin
organized the sixth conference in the
series of annual conferences on ato
mic spectroscopy that have been
started on the initiative of the Euro
pean Group for Atomic Spectroscopy
(EGAS), nowadays a section of the
Atomic Physics Division of EPS.
The date had been settled in con
cert with the organizers of the Fourth
International Conference on Atomic
Physics in Heidelberg. Consequently
the conferences were held in two
consecutive weeks.
About 200 participants assembled
in Berlin to hear, as usual, a few invi
ted papers and a large number of
short contributed papers, read in two
parallel sessions.
Term analysis of atomic spectra ac
counted for nearly one third of the
more than 70 contributed papers ; re
sonance fluorescence and optical
pumping, laser investigations, beamfoil techniques each occupied one
sixth of the time, papers on optical
hyperfine structure and on impact phe
nomena accounted for the rest.
In his opening lecture Professor
A. Kastler gave a review of “50 years
Hanle effect”, Professor Hanle, at
tending this lecture.
The large contribution of term ana
lysis was reflected in the other invi
ted papers : Professor B. Judd from
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore,
asked in connection with his lecture
“Theoretical techniques for many-electron spectra” for more experimental
data on only one electron configu
ration, namely either f4 or f10. On the
other hand Dr. W.L. Wiese from
N.B.S., Washington, demonstrated in
his lecture “Atomic transition proba
bilities — present status and needs”
the need to fill the many “gaps” in
term analysis of highly ionized atoms.
In both cases experimentalists are
confronted with the problem how to
control excitation of the atomic levels
concerned. Atomic levels above the
ionization limit were the subject of
Dr. Connerade from Imperial College,
London in his lecture “Inner shell
effects in atomic spectra”.
Apart from scientific activities a Ge
neral Assembly of EGAS was held.
It was announced that the next (7th)
Annual Conference will be held in
Grenoble.
E. Meinders, Amsterdam
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Scope
The journal is concerned with re
search in the border regions of solidstate, atomic, and nuclear physics.
Although the title and subject HYPER
FINE INTERACTIONS is one of the
best examples of such a topic, other
studies which utilize the modern tech
niques of atomic and nuclear physics
may fall within the domain of the jour
nal. The main concern is the under
standing of border region physics, no
matter what are the disguised varie
gated forms in which it appears.

do not necessarily utilize hyperfine
effects. Under this category lie chan
neling, nuclear lifetimes studied via
channeling and implantation pheno
mena. In fact, studies which incorpo
rate one of the disciplines of physics:
solid-state, atomic or nuclear physics
to study another would be generally
acceptable.

Advisory editorial board

An editorial board is being formed and
to-date the following scientists already
The hyperfine interaction Hamiltonian accepted our invitation: B. Herskind,
is the logical basis for a large part of Copenhagen; E. Matthias, Berlin; J. A.
the subject matter to which this jour Davies, Chalk River; N. Stone, Oxford;
nal will be devoted because it con E. Bodenstedt, Bonn; G. Goldring, Retains products of atomic and nuclear hovat; V. I. Goldanski, Moscow; T.
quantities. In condensed matter, the Yamazaki, Tokyo;
Hamiltonian even spans solid-state
physics. Hence such fields as: pertur Invitation to authors
bed angular correlations, nuclear
editors cordially invite colleagues
magnetic resonance, electric quadru- The
to
submit
papers for publication with
pole resonance, beam-foil spectrosco in the scope
of the journal. It should
py, nuclear orientation, and Mössbau- be realised that
the refeering criteria
er effect studies fall immediately with w
ill be high. Guidelines for preparing
in the journals domain. In addition, the
manuscripts are available from the
any atomic or solid-state studies via editors
and publisher. Contributions
hyperfine spectroscopy (utilizing me should be
sent to B. Deutsch, Univer
sons, gamma rays, electrons, etc.) are sity of Aarhus.
within the scope. It can include pro
blems related to solid, liquid and
gaseous states as well as studies with Subscription information
biological material.
The journal will be published in volu
mes of 6 issues; each issue will con
The title HYPERFINE INTERACTIONS tain some 100 pages, first issue is
is not meant to prevent contributions scheduled to appear in spring 1975;
that do not directly involve such inter In principle the journal will appear bi
actions from reaching the journal. For monthly. Subscription price: US$43.95
example, the journal is receptive to Dfl.110.00 per volume, postage inclu
particle-beam studies which also ex ded. Specimen copies will be supplied
plore the border physics region but by the publisher.
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